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ӱ ĳıĲı ԑώհЅᙏϭ ĳıĲĲ ԑཱིώհ
EAA reviews its work in 2010 and
introduces its initiatives for 2011

Գ

ಯ҃ನᆾᇒ؊Ȟᆾᇒ؊ȟѹਯ൘༳ЃЀᗑ
Ԣ֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀݺĳıĲĲՐĲѡĲĹџ

ᗝ֖ྲᇷҿྻȂᠪᆾᇒ؊ԴĳıĲıՐߞЍ֯Ȃ
ڭѷᚎЬĳıĲĲՐߞЍ֯দᙇȄ൘༳ЃЀࠑӯȂ
ᆾᇒ؊ҝՐ഼Ⴥࣤڟ۶ిڈЍ֯Ȃѽфҍே
഼טȂѽ෩пԳಯ҃ನधߞѪӀȄऎϞయ
ஜधߞࠜቈਣф෩пधߞᑆՇѪӀȂᆾᇒ
؊ݺĳıĲĲՐయਣаԳሃশสԳಯ҃ನႤ
ТሮߞᄑȂѽфȶ႕ࠫᇒನᄑȷȄ
൘༳ЃЀࠑӯȂҞକӤݺĳıĲıՐߞҾႽᅰݻȂ
ᕕւႤւႏߞւӠѽфࢺ๕Ϡዴӫᔂఀᢖ
ߞኧȄࢺգৎϠ๕ϠЀߞዴӫݺĳıĲıՐĲĳ
ѡĴĲџ൹ҍᑢҫྲȂႿۖĴĲĭĴıķȄЙჅȂᆾᇒ

C

hairman of the Estate Agents Authority (EAA) Ms
Vivien Chan, together with EAA Chief Executive
Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure, held a press conference on 18
January 2011 to give an account of the EAA’s work in
2010 and its initiatives for 2011. Ms Vivien Chan pointed
out that in 2010, through compliance inspections and
issuance of new practice circulars, the EAA strived
to upgrade the professional standards of the estate
agency trade. In 2011, the EAA will roll out the scheme
of mutual recognition of professional qualifications for
Hong Kong and Mainland estate agents, and launch
the “Integrity Management Programme”, which will help
the long term development of the trade and promote
integrity in the industry.

؊ݺҝՐݙ՜ۖߞظዴӫȂࡒႵĳııĺՐϭༀ
ĸĦȂێКգᝯϘјጁᏚழߞظϵϭফĲĲĦȄ
൘༳ЃЀϫࢽҍȂᆾᇒ؊७ϧऎയԇ۶գ
ੜߞഢᇒᑟᅹȂϘߡзᆾᅅҾඞྲఐȂэێ
࣏ࣆܹहᝯߞྲనࣉѽфԳಯ҃ನం৶ߞே

According to Ms Vivien Chan, probably due to the boom
in the property market in 2010, there was a substantial
increase in both the number of candidates taking part
in qualifying examinations and the number of licensees,
with the number of individual licensees scaling new

јޱȂڭЙҍே഼ט۶ࢽєȄ
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ᆾᇒ؊ѹਯ൘༳ЃЀȞҽȟф֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀྲݺᇷҿྻϯᠪ؊ўԴĳıĲıՐߞЍ֯ȂڭѷᚎЬĳıĲĲՐߞЍ֯দᙇȄ
EAA Chairman Ms Vivien Chan (left) and Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure review the EAA’s work in 2010 and introduce its
initiatives for 2011 at the press conference.

ՁᗝڼሲȂऎϞᕒׄԳಯ҃ನϞႋഢᇒϘјጁᏚ

ִ⃨كוЃЀࠑӯȂգᝯႤТሮᄑݺĳıĲĲՐĳѡత

ழߞഢڼȂڭѷ෩ᓹधᓲ֖Ӥࣆܹҍߞहᝯ

ۦඡԩȂփፚ۶ւႏࡋݺЫՐĸѡᗝ֖Ȅᄑߞႎ

ྲࢽєȂᆾᇒ؊ԴĳıĲıՐĶѡᑋԪڭѷྲـգᝯ

ఐྻݺĳıĲĲՐĳѡĲџԴᆾᇒ؊ᇨгҿȄ

ഢᇒϘјጁᏚழߞே഼טȄթҳȂᆾᇒ؊ϵж
־බԳಯ҃ನನࠢգჁ࢙ڼᒝЍߞጁՆߞ૧

୵ϞׄԳಯ҃ನधԴаԳ༟ݤᑟҳȂᆾᇒ؊Ӻྻ

ႨܢڰѽфԳಯ҃ನணሃ՜ᘉጁҍே഼

ݺĳıĲĲՐ७ϧҐ֖ߞ႕ࠫை۶ᇒನȄᆾᇒ؊ሃ྆

טȄ

ࣆг၌ྻݺĳıĲĲՐĴѡᗑԪయҍऎงϬՐߞȶ႕ࠫᇒನ
ᄑȷȄգᝯᄑߞদᙇ༵ӫҒࣁைѯȃᔹᎳᇒನࢽє

թҳȂ؊ўݺĳıĲıՐԴϘјጁጹ۶Գಯ҃ನ

۶ྲߞ႕ࠫைȄ

་֖ϞϘԒĳĭĴĳķըࣤڟȂێК҃ࣤڟನըዴ
ኧҐϞĳĺĦĲĭĲķĶըȄթҳȂᆾᇒ؊ॗണĲĲৎ

ᆾᇒ؊Ӻྻ෩пއசѪӀȂѽўࢺ๕Ϡ۶гಿȄ؊ў

ਣȂԨҁেᗾႋᆾᇒ؊ᅆݺԳಯ҃ನయᏚϘј

ྻԑবভྲᇨȂҐᆾᇒ؊ሃࢺ๕Ϡ۶ҾӔߞᗑᜭȄྲ

ጁጹߞঋِȄ

ߞᆾᇒ؊ᇨྻऎࢺ๕Ϡ෩ߞྲڻცЄмއசȂԐྻ
యҍᇨϯྲـৎϠႤਫ਼ѽфᏦʝۤઐᏦᆾᇒ؊ߞ഼ߢ

ᆾᇒ؊ሃКݗԳಯ֤ኊਰሃݗԳಯ၃॔Ϡᐯྻ

۶෩ӯއசȄ

ݺĳıĲıՐĲĲѡᜪ၌៉੩ȂබаԳሃশสߞԳಯ
҃ನႤТሮߞՉవўবȂၢᅁᄑߞӎ

බ൵ࠕգਛظࣙҗЋጁጹߞᑾਛ҃ನઘཻሱᐱϘڰȂ

ՉవȄੲᑂ៉ȂаԳ۶শสߞԳಯ҃ನணҐ

൘༳ЃЀϵԨཇණ៚៖Ϟᆾᇒ؊ߞӲඞ۶Ⴌ་Ѝ֯Ȅ

۶഼ჅւႏࢢȂжۤ־ఀԴশส۶аԳே

ҿྻכєԒĳĹ༡ཇණᑟᅹళണȂԧЂѹঋცЄཇණݺညџ

ߞႤȄ

ඡႽϞգᝯᆾᇒ؊ߞઐਿȄ೩џԞ۔ཇණգᝯᆾᇒ؊ߞඡ
ႽћൢգĴıԺፔȄ
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heights to 31,306 as at 31 December 2010.
The number of complaints against estate
agents decreased by 7% in 2010 as compared
to 2009, with those relating to first sales down
11% from 2009.
Ms Vivien Chan also emphasised the EAA’s
vision to be a responsible and effective
regulator. It closely monitors new market
conditions, in particular, relevant Government
policies and practices of estate agency
practitioners, and issues practice circulars and
guidelines from time to time.
Ms Chan mentioned, for instance, that the
EAA consolidated and updated its practice
circulars in a bid to strengthen practitioners’
understanding of legislative requirements
relating to the sale of first-hand properties and
to remind them to abide by the Government’s
new guidelines regulating first sales in May
2010. The EAA also issued practice circulars
on both the leasing of old properties with
unauthorised building works and agents’
practices in the acquisition of old buildings.
In 2010, the EAA carried out 2,326 compliance
inspections, with the number of spot checks at
agency shops up 29% to 1,165. The EAA also
visited a total of 11 developers, providing them
with information about the EAA’s expectation
of estate agents’ conduct during first-sale
activities.
I n re g a rd t o t h e m u t u a l re c o g n i t i o n o f
professional qualifications between estate
agents in the Mainland and Hong Kong, the
EAA and the China Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers and Agents signed an agreement in
November 2010, laying down the foundation

for the arrangement through which agents in the
Mainland and Hong Kong can obtain a qualification to
practise in Hong Kong and the Mainland respectively
upon taking a course and passing an examination.
Mrs Rosanna Ure announced that participants could
register for the scheme in February 2011, and that the
training course and examination would be held in July
2011. Details on the scheme would be available on the
EAA website with effect from 1 February 2011.
In addition to facilitating the exploration of opportunities
in the Mainland by the estate agency trade, the EAA
will work towards enhancing integrity training and
management within the industry in 2011. The EAA
and ICAC will jointly roll out a three-year “Integrity
Management Programme” in March 2011. Highlights
of the programme include a training video, guidelines
on proper management, and new training courses on
integrity management.
To provide better and more convenient service for
licensees and the general public, the EAA will overhaul
its website to enhance communication with them.
The EAA will use the new website to introduce new
electronic services for licensees, including updating
personal particulars and subscribing or unsubscribing
to EAA notices and reminders, in the first phase.
In response to a number of purchasers’ complaints
against the alleged provision of misleading information
by the exclusive agent of a development in the Midlevels, Ms Vivien Chan explained to the media in
detail the EAA’s stance and follow-up action. The
press briefing was attended by a total of 28 media
organisations, resulting in wide coverage of the briefing
by the electronic media on the same day and more than
30 news reports in the printed media on the following
day.
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ϱӴᇄॷ෫Ӵф౩

ၥਿϣᇯॎგ
Mutual recognition of
professional qualifications
of estate agents in the
Mainland and Hong Kong
ᇒ؊ሃКݗԳಯ֤ኊਰሃݗԳಯ၃॔Ϡ

ᆾ

ᐯྻȞКݗᐯȟݺĳıĲıՐĲĲѡĴџᜪ

៉੩ȂၢᅁаԳሃশสԳಯ҃ನႤТሮᄑߞ
ӎՉవȄԪգᝯႤߞশสԳಯ҃ನȂҞݺ
ĳıĲĲՐĳѡඡԩȂփፚ۶ւႏྻݺĳıĲĲՐĸ
ѡᗝ֖Ȅ
ᆾᇒ؊ѹਯ൘༳ЃЀфКݗᐯྻࠜ؇࣋ົԐӠ
жࠑ҃־ᛕўᜪ၌ႤТሮ៉੩Ȅᜪ၌ኇՑߞ
ڍᝋᄜሼҒࣁশสપࣆܹႻᓮфݗ؊؊ࠜᏑ
լᑔЃЀȃᆾᇒ؊ѹਯౖӖೇԐӠȃᆾᇒ؊
৶ሹᏂԐӠфࣸЈ፷ЃЀȃᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ
⃨كוЃЀȃКҴᏸสᗑປᓱг࢈ిڈॊثൊ൮
ᰃᰃൾЀȃКݗᐯྻࠜ૪੩ࠜൾЀȃК

T

he EAA and the China Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers and Agents (CIREA) entered into an
agreement on 3 November 2010 to lay down the
foundation for the mutual recognition of professional
qualifications of estate agents in the Mainland and Hong
Kong. Qualified estate agents in Hong Kong may apply
for nomination in February 2011. The training course
and examination will be held in July 2011.
EAA Chairman Ms Vivien Chan and CIREA President
Mr Song Chunhua signed the agreement on the
mutual recognition of qualifications on behalf of their
respective organisations in a ceremony. The witnessing
guests included Secretary for Transport and Housing
of the HKSAR Government Ms Eva Cheng; EAA
Vice-chairman Mr William Leung Wing-cheung; EAA
Members Mr Ma Ho-fai and Ms Katherine Hung Siulin; EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure; Dr Fu
Pengpeng of the Department of Educational Scientific
and Technological Affairs of the Liaison Office of the
Central People’s Government in the HKSAR; CIREA
Deputy President and Secretary Dr Chai Qiang; CIREA
Deputy President Mr Chen Jinsong; and CIREA Council
Members Mr Liu Tian and Li Wenjie. The ceremony was
also attended by over 100 guests from various Hong
Kong and Macau Government departments, estate
agency trade associations, the real estate sector, public
organisations and professional bodies.

ݗᐯྻࠜ൘ࡏޗԐӠѽфКݗᐯನڰኒӣԐӠ
фقћޔԐӠȄպԩڽশสфᑫࠝપࣆܹ
ൊࠝȃԺ༡Գಯ҃ನधྻȃԳಯ֖ᄜሼȂ
ѽфڽԺৎгԒᑟᅹ۶ᄥᢜߞ҃ࠑϵգҍ
ਯኇՑȂԒᝋಽڰȄ
գᝯՉవ՞ԴయஜیԳԳಯ҃ನ֖ߞ
ਣȃԪ֯۶ࠜቈਣȄᆾᇒ؊ѹਯ൘༳ЃЀԴ
ᜪ၌ኇՑϯࠑӯȈȶаԳݗԳಯ၃॔Ϡ۶শสԳ
ಯ҃ನԧգЙԢߞᔹཕȂᅁ֖ႤТሮҞѽႿۖ
ТТ׀ȂᔹཕТႃߞӫዾȄȷКݗᐯྻࠜ؇࣋
ົԐӠӺࢽҍȂჅႤТሮȂیԳߞ҃ನҞႿ
ۖᛕ៏ȂԢऎیԳ၃ᕻߞᗄᅷ֯ҍឥȄ
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The arrangement aims at boosting professional
exchanges and cooperation between the estate
agency trade in the Mainland and Hong Kong, and
facilitating the long-term development of the industry
of both sides. EAA Chairman Ms Vivien Chan said,
“Estate agents in the Mainland and Hong Kong have
different strengths and the agreement will benefit the
development of the estate agency trade of both sides”.
According to CIREA President Mr Song Chunhua,
through the mutual recognition of qualifications, estate
agents in both places can achieve a win-win situation
and jointly contribute to the continued prosperity of the
trade in both the Mainland and Hong Kong.

ᆾᇒ؊ѹਯ൘༳ЃЀфКݗᐯྻࠜ؇࣋ົԐӠᜪ၌៉੩ȄڍᝋᄜሼҒࣁȞࢢవҽȟᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀȃᆾᇒ؊৶ࣸЈ፷ЃЀ
фሹᏂԐӠȃᆾᇒ؊ѹਯౖӖೇԐӠȃশสપࣆܹႻᓮфݗ؊؊ࠜᏑլᑔЃЀȃКҴᏸสᗑປᓱг࢈ిڈॊثൊ൮ᰃᰃൾЀȃКݗᐯ
ྻࠜ૪੩ࠜൾЀȃКݗᐯྻࠜ൘ࡏޗԐӠȃКݗᐯನڰኒӣԐӠфقћޔԐӠȄ
EAA Chairman Ms Vivien Chan and CIREA President Mr Song Chunhua sign the agreement. The signing was witnessed by (from left of the rear
row) EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure, EAA Members Ms Katherine Hung and Mr Ma Ho-fai, EAA Vice-chairman Mr William Leung,
Secretary for Transport and Housing of the HKSAR Government Ms Eva Cheng, Dr Fu Pengpeng of the Department of Educational Scientific
and Technological Affairs of the Liaison Office of the Central People’s Government in the HKSAR, CIREA Deputy President and Secretary Dr
Chai Qiang, CIREA Deputy President Mr Chen Jinsong, and CIREA Council Members Mr Liu Tian and Li Wenjie.

Ӵф౩டཾၥਿϣᇯॎგ၏Ȉ

Details of the scheme for mutual recognition of
professional qualifications for estate agents:

Ĳįġ ൢӪၥਿȈ
ġ

ҪգԪѽϭঋِߞশสԳಯ҃ನЖҞඡ
ԩணҐᄑȈ

ġ ġ ࢺգգੜߞԳಯ҃ನȞৎϠȟ๕ߞϠЀ
Ȟ๕ࠧڭѽশสሃێҁਛݕԳႤ
ТሮўՑփۤఀߞȟȇ
ġ ġ ࢺգԳಯ҃ನȞৎϠȟ๕ࢢȂೢᒕϞЙ
ьݺĶՐߞԳಯ҃ನݕहᝯЍ֯၃ᢚȇ
ġ ġ ๑Ӛ။॔ᔂȇф
ġ ġ ڗᢜஉ௵Ȅ

1. Requirements for application:
Only those Hong Kong estate agents fulfilling
the following requirements can apply for
nomination:
ġ ġ holding a valid estate agent's licence (individual)

(not having been obtained through any
recognition scheme between Hong Kong and
other countries or regions);
ġ ġ having a total of not less than 5 years of estate

agency or related work experience after holding
an estate agent's licence (individual);
ġ ġ having no record of criminal conviction; and
ġ ġ being generally in good health.
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ĳįġ ॎϷ࡙ڙȈ
ġ

ԯԩᛝգনȂࣇՂඡԩϠዴჅনᛝ

2. Point system:

ġ ġ Գಯ҃ನݕहᝯЍ֯၃ᢚȈჅĶՐ֭ьݺ

A quota of 300 has been set for the first year. In
the event of over-enrolment, a point system will
be adopted whereby estate agents meeting the
following criteria will be given up to a maximum
of 4 points:

ĲıՐȞĲжȟļġ ĲıՐݕѽϯȞĳжȟȞթ༵ӫ൵

ġ ġ Estate agency or related work experience

ȞՐߞԩᛝ࣏ĴııৎȟȂᆾᇒ؊ྻళӡ
жۘ࢘ȞжۘᆕжऎĵжȟȂᔹԐւዋۍ
൯ѽϭ౧ԆߞϠЀணҐթᄑȈ

жዴऎĳжȟȇ
ġ ġ ؆Ђᐯݕѽϯిڈ࢘ȞĲжȟȇ
ġ ġ ԴඡԩணҐᄑࡈߞĲĳৎѡаԴᆾᇒ؊ߞ
ࢺ᠈་ᄑНࣿஜۤఀĲĳৎᐯж

ġ ġ A recognised university degree (1 point); and

ȞĲжȟ

ġ ġ Having obtained 12 points through attending

Ĵįġ ޣҧΡҧ๖ݎȈ
ġ

(1 point for over 5 and less than 10 years; 1
more point for over 10 years; i.e. a maximum of
2 points for this criterion);

ᆾᇒ؊ྻݺĳıĲĲՐķѡࠐ഼ߢӦϠӦ
ຕލȄॶӦҵీȂᆾᇒ؊ྻݺķѡܺࡈ

training course organised by the EAA under its
Continuing Professional Development Scheme
within the 12 months before application
(1 point).

ԨӦϠଡ଼ᘘӡȄ

3. Notification of application results:
ĵįġ ଋጛ፞แޟРڷӴᘈȈ
ġ

ፚݺĳıĲĲՐĸѡĲĹфĲĺџᗝ֖ȇւ
ႏࡋݺĸѡĳıџ་֖

ġ

ԳᙇȈಎԲ

Ķįġ ҧၥਿ३Ȉ
ġ

ϲ؆ፚڭ഼ჅւႏߞϠЀȂҞݺ
ւႏԪࢢĲĳৎѡаӦႤȄ

ᝯݺᄑߞႎȂᙱ᠓ᆾᇒ؊ᇨȈ
ŸŸŸįŦŢŢįŰųŨįũŬİŭŪŤŦůŴŪůŨİŤũŠŮŶŵŶŢŭųŦŤŰŨůŪŵŪŰůįũŵŮȄ

Applicants will be notified of the results of their
application in early June 2011. Unsuccessful
applicants will receive a refund by the end of
June 2011.
4. Date and venue of the training course:
Date: The training course will be held on 18 and
19 July 2011, and the examination on 20 July
2011.
Venue: Shenzhen
5. Date of application for qualifications:
Participants who have completed the training
course and passed the examination may apply
for the qualification within 12 months.
Further details on the scheme can be found on the
EAA website:
www.eaa.org.hk/licensing/mutualrecognition.htm
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գᝯཾސၥਟфπӴࢥыߞே഼ט
New practice circular on
property information and land search
ࢉї෩ڻፁф൵ྲߞߏႤਫ਼࣏Գಯ҃

Ԩ

ನߞদঋയԇȄԯթȂᆾᇒ؊ྲـգᝯே

഼טȂ෩ᓹԳಯ҃ನᖔᎱўȞݕѹȟ
ڭӲԳಯ҃ನ៉ȂӅ༷ంڽށ࿚ۤఀߏ
Ⴄਫ਼ȂڭѷۤఀߞႤਫ਼ཱߏݺႤਫ਼ࠑ
аȄԳಯ҃ನЙ֭ঋԨᎱўȞݕѹȟ෩ڻႍЏ
ཱߞࠑߞӒӎݕӎȂϵ༷ԨўȞݕ૧
ࢉȟ෩ڻႍЏཱߞࠑߞӒӎݕӎȂ୵ࠧ
ᅆўށፁࠑӯݸౢێ՜ႍۤࠑߞᡋ׀Ȅ
թҳȂ҃ࠑ֝ՈߏߞᎱўȞݕѹȟ֖ߞڰԳ
ಯ҃ನԴᇦతᎱ៉Ȟݕ૧ॗȟӲНࡈȂӅ
༷බߏ་֖ϿԳࣤҊȂڭԨўȞݕ૧ࢉȟ෩
ڻႍϿԳࣤҊຕߞލћӎȄ
ྲߞ഼טϵ෩ـڻႎߞႤਫ਼ȂҒࣁȈ
ġ ڹᗜᎱ៉Ȟݕᗜ૧ॗȟݺಎ܆
ӲȂԳಯ҃ನϵЙକݺ೩џЖ་֖ϿԳࣤҊ

T

he provision of accurate and up-to-date property
information to clients is an important duty of estate
agents. The EAA has recently updated its practice
circular on the subject to remind practitioners that when
they act for the vendor (or landlord) and have entered
into an estate agency agreement with him, they are
required to obtain certain property information from
the prescribed sources and complete the property
information form with such information. In addition to
providing to the vendor (or landlord) the original or copy
of the completed form, they must supply the original or
copy of the completed form to the purchaser (or tenant),
unless the purchaser (or tenant) specifically waives his
right to receive the form.
Moreover, estate agents who act for the vendor (or
landlord) of a residential property have to carry out
a land search in respect of the property immediately
before an agreement for sale and purchase (or a
tenancy agreement) of the property is entered into and
provide a copy of the land search to the purchaser (or
tenant).

۶Ԩࢉї෩ڻϿԳࣤҊຕލћӎȄ
ġ ЙᎢўȞݕ૧ࢉȟӎ࣏ڗҩգԳಯ҃ನ҃
ݺێӹݽК֖ڰȂ҃ࠑᎱўȞݕѹȟߞԳಯ
҃ನԢዹቮঋබߏ་֖ϿԳࣤҊȄ
ġ ڹ૧ࢉҪ૧֝֝Ոඏ֜аߞݗ༡ȂԳಯ҃
ನϵቮ෩ڻႍ֝Ոඏ֜ߞϿԳࣤҊຕߞލћ
ӎȄ
ġ Ҫ҃ࠑўȞݕ૧ࢉȟ֖ߞڰԳಯ҃ನӺᕕݺ
ᇦతᎱ៉Ȟݕ૧ॗȟӲНࡈ་֖ϿԳࣤ
ҊȂϵቮঋԨࢉїᗾႋࣤҊߞаਟȄ
ႍԊே഼טЏϯႶݺᆾᇒ؊ᇨ :
www.eaa.org.hk/practice/documents/11-01_CRC.pdfȄ

The new practice circular provides more detailed
information on the subject including the following:
ġ It is not permissible to defer carrying out a land
search and supplying a copy of it to the purchaser
(or tenant) on the following day in cases when the
provisional agreement for sale and purchase (or
provisional tenancy agreement) is entered into late at
night.
ġ The duty of the licensee acting for the vendor (or
landlord) to carry out a land search applies in all
cases, irrespective of whether or not the purchaser (or
tenant) has his own estate agent acting for him in the
transaction.
ġ The duty of the licensee acting for the landlord to

carry out a land search and supply a copy of it to the
tenant also applies to cases of leasing a room in a
residential flat.
ġ A licensee who acts only for the purchaser (or tenant)
should also conduct a land search and explain it to
his client immediately before an agreement for sale
and purchase (or tenancy agreement) is entered into.

Details of the practice circular can be found at
www.eaa.org.hk/practice/documents/11-01_CRE.pdf
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ᅿᆓཱིΙ۩ီٱЅۏষོ

New EAA Board and Standing Committees

પ֖ࣆࠜܡԇʝԓԇᆾᇒ؊ѽϭ৶Ȃ
ԇงӤĳıĲıՐĲĲѡĳıĲĳՐĲıѡѤȂऎงی
ՐȄ
ѹਯȈġ ൘༳ЃЀĭġŃŃŔĭġŋőġ

T

he Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region appointed/reappointed the
following individuals to the EAA for a period of two years
from November 2010 to October 2012:

ѹਯȈġౖӖೇԐӠĭġŃŃŔĭġŋőġ

Chairman:

Ms Vivien Chan, BBS, JP

഼৶Ȉġ
൘ԐӠ
ᘨໝൠЃЀ
ࣸЈ፷ЃЀġ
ോḣԐӠ
ޒ႐ทԐӠġ
ኒկԐӠġ
ኒ႐ЃЀ
ኒᑷ০ЃЀġ
قࠪԐӠ
قᢢ៉৶ġĭġŔŃŔĭġŋő
ౖាݾԐӠ
ኒৰᄾԐӠ
ᅐӜठЃЀġ
ົឹוԐӠ
ሹᏂԐӠġĭġŔŃŔĭġŋő
ԁົԐӠ
דដЃЀġ
Ⴛᓮфݗ؊௱ԇ૪੩ࠜĩݗĪࠑ҃ێݕ

Vice-Chairman: Mr William Leung Wing-cheung, BBS, JP
Ordinary Members:
Mr Chan Chiu-kwok
Ms Cynthia Chung Wing-suet
Ms Katherine Hung Siu-lin
Mr Anthony Kwok Chong
Mr Kevin Lam Sze-cay
Mr Lau Chun-kong
Ms Serena Lau Sze-wan
Miss Connie Lau Yin-hing
Mr Lee King-leong
Dr the Hon Joseph Lee Kok-long, SBS, JP
Mr Kenneth Leung Kai-cheong
Mr Liu Che-ning
Ms Elaine Liu Yuk-ling
Mr Alexander Lui Yiu-wah
Mr Ma Ho-fai, SBS, JP
Mr Ng King-wah
Miss Melissa Wu
Permanent Secretary for Transport and Housing
(Housing) or his representative

ᆾᇒ؊നਜᡌࠓྲԇ৶ȂڭԨᛓԇ৶७ᘁྍȄȁȁ
The EAA Board and Administration welcome new board members and say farewell to retiring members.
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ӤĳıĲıՐĲĲѡĲџȂᆾᇒ؊ؼೡᘑϭߞ௱ന
৶ྻȂѽـգੜԳኹ֖ഢᇒԳಯ҃ನߞᚚയȄ
௱ന৶ྻ၃ؼೡࢢȂനӲϞ๕৶ྻ۶ே
фւႏ৶ྻȄႍیৎྲӲߞ৶ྻۤ҃գ
ߞ๕фே৶ྻфւႏЈೡȂж־ನሃ๕
գᝯߞܢڰȂѽфே۶ւႏգᝯߞܢڰȄ
ถྱۏষُོޟՓڷᙛ
๕৶ྻ୵Ϟನز੮ྲ๕ф᠈๕ߞܢڰȂ
ϵྻබ๕ӦϠфࢺ๕Ϡ࣏ታգ๕ݕា᠈
ࢺգ๕ߞᏋညϠᓴ֯ҍ໗ܠȄ
ϘଠփڏȂႍ৶ྻನϭԕߞৎ੯Ȉ
ġ ӏᖔႋ୵ಯৎ੯

The EAA reorganised its Standing Committees from
1 November 2010 in order to discharge its functions more
effectively and efficiently. As a result of the reorganisation,
a new Licensing Committee (LC) and a new Practice and
Examination Committee (PEC) were formed. The two new
committees replaced the former Licensing and Practice
Committee and Examination Panel to oversee licensing
related matters, and practice and examination related
matters, respectively.
Roles and functions of the Licensing Committee (LC)
In addition to granting and renewing licences, the LC
focuses on determining whether a licence applicant or
current licensee is a fit and proper person to hold or, where
appropriate, continue to hold a licence.

ġ Ȯಯ౧ڼȯߞށৎϠՉవৎ੯
Ă

Generally, the types of cases that are handled by the LC
include the following:

ġ ઘфԖڰ။֖ߞৎ੯

ġ Cases of undischarged bankruptcy;

ġ ӏգᓲՇࠢҐݺ๕ϯ౧Ԇߞৎ੯

ġ Cases of Individual Voluntary Arrangements provided by
the Bankruptcy Ordinance;

ġ ӏգᓲՇੲᑂȮԳಯ҃ನ౧ڼȯȞȮ౧ڼȯȟ
փወ՜ࣉݕҐߞԇ֣ӡȃ՜ݕᇳภߞৎ੯
ऎϞನգᝯߞৎ੯Ȃႍ৶ྻੲᑂȮ౧ڼȯ
ĳĸ౧֖ڹᡋϧȂ࣏ٙܠቮঋዶԣᏚ๕ݕ
ᅣᏚ๕Ȅॶႍ৶ྻ෩ҍዶԣᏚݕᅣᏚࣙ
๕ߞ࢙៉Ȃᆾᇒ؊ྻ഼ߢգᝯߞࢺ๕ϠȂѽᢰ
ҁգ൘গߞᑟྻȄ৶ྻԴ֯ҍ໗ٙНࡈȂྻւ
ዋࢺ๕Ϡߞ൘গȄ
๕৶ྻϵയز๕Ȅॶࢺ๕ϠԴ๕
ܨᆕࡈϘৎѡϬৎѡ෩ҍ᠈๕ӦȂ֭ݺ๕
ܨᆕࡈգᝯӦЪӏ؆زȂ৶ྻҞੲᑂ
Ȯ౧ڼȯĳĴ౧Ԩҁزҍᗜ๕Ȃփᗜ๕
ߞգੜงϘଠऎбৎѡȄ
ஈཾЅՃၐۏষُོޟՓڷᙛ
ேфւႏ৶ྻߞѹঋЍ֯ȂҒࣁᕭԳಯ҃
ನधߞேȂѽфබԳಯ҃ನЍ֯ԧўবۘ
ࣆຉ۶ࢽєȄႍ৶ྻϵྻನࡈւႏЈೡߞЍ
֯Ȃയᆾရ۶ᕭգᝯႤւႏߞ֖ࣆܢڰȄ

ġ Cases of criminal conviction;
ġ Cases of non-compliance with conditions attached to a
licence; and
ġ Cases of failing to pay a fee, charge or penalty charged
or imposed under the Estate Agents Ordinance (EAO).
To this end, the EAA has delegated to the LC the powers
under Section 27 of the EAO to suspend or revoke a
licence. If the LC proposes to revoke or suspend a licence,
the licensee concerned will be notified of the proposal and
given an opportunity to make representations. The LC will
consider the licensee’s representations, if any, in deciding
whether the licence should be suspended or revoked.
The LC is also responsible for considering licence
applications brought before it. Pursuant to Section 23
of the EAO, a provisional licence shall be issued to a
licensee who makes a renewal application within one
to three months prior to the expiration of a licence but
the application is still being considered after the licence
has expired. The validity period of a provisional licence is
usually six months.
Roles and functions of the Practice and Examination
Committee (PEC)
The PEC focuses on reviewing the practices of the trade,
and formulating policies and guidelines on various aspects
of estate agency work. It also assumes the work of the
former Examination Panel, overseeing and reviewing
various issues relating to the administration of the
qualifying examinations.
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॔ࢠुୈৎ੯жڳġșġϷܶዂ࠶
Inquiry hearing case — Deed partitioning

ж

ݵጁࡵݙઘфߞؔڭЙᚎඏȂփѷߏ
ӹݽգᑟྻԯऎჅКߞקփࠡۖۦ

ܼȄԳಯ҃ನЙᕕቅತԳ࢙៉ࢉїళۤഺᇌў
ޱȂᕕႍ࢙៉බжݵጁࡵߞҞ֖ݑᓙ႙ྍࢠޱ
ڍȄ

D

eed partitioning is not a simple process, and there
is always the risk of the sale and purchase being
delayed by difficulties encountered in the process.
Hence, estate agents should not lightly advise clients
to enter into sale and purchase arrangements which
necessitate deed partitioning.

ϘԩԳಯ҃ನԴϘمܟӹݽКऎᎱᛕў֖
ڰȂփў࣏ϘᅆшȄգᝯߞمԒգϬኸȂ
ႍԩ҃ನ࢙៉ўшᜪیԊᎱԪॗȂжኸ
ᘉϢمȂࠑڭӯѽϯߞՉవઘфжݵႍߏߞ
ጁࡵȂգᝯؔቮॗĸĲıчȄ

࣏ݺȂႍԩ҃ನՉవў܍ЄԐሃᎱўබႍߏ
ߞϘጁ۶ϟጁሃᎱўඏ֜ӲᗜᎱԪॗȂӺ
ݺԢџՉవўϮшሃᎱўබߏߞԳϭඏ֜

In this inquiry hearing case, an estate agent acted for
both purchaser (a couple) and vendor in a transaction
involving a three-storey village house. The agent
proposed to the couple to enter into two separate
agreements for sale and purchase in respect of different
floors. The agent further advised that this arrangement
involved deed partitioning, which required 7 to 10 days
for a solicitor to handle.

ӲᗜᎱԪॗȄ

ࢢڽȂӤݺႍߏӏକیݺԊᗜॗߞށӹџ
งࡈ؆жݵጁࡵߞؔȂԯթیԊᗜॗЙକ
Ղง؆ӹݽȄᎱᛕў༷Ⴥࢠਰҩ֖ᜪϘ
ԊӤшԨᎱўᘉϢႍᑋኼߏߞᎱԪॗȄႍ
ߏӹݽϵܼᓵ؆Ȅ

॔ࢠ৶ྻሮऎႍԩ҃ನٟգᓲՇȮᑆՇՇࡋȯ
КĴįĵįĲࣱȂӏգ࠲ቪ۶࠳་ࢉїߞૈ׀Ȃڭᅆ

The agent arranged for the purchaser to enter into two
provisional agreements for sale and purchase (PASP) of
the property, one with the husband for the ground floor
and one with the wife for the first and second floors.
However, the deed partitioning could not be completed
in time, resulting in the postponement of the completion
of the sale and purchase of the property. Eventually, the
couple entered into a new agreement for the sale and
purchase of the property as one block.

ӹݽԧўгӀгӒȂԯթԨҁ֯ҍሯȂڭѷԴ
๕ϯࠢҐ౧ԆȂঋِҁԴϘՐаۤఀࢺ᠈
་ᄑϭߞĲĳৎᐯжȄ
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The Disciplinary Committee was of the view the agent
concerned had not complied with paragraph 3.4.1
of the Code of Ethics, in that he had failed to protect
and promote the client’s interests and to be fair to
every party involved in the transaction. Hence, he
was admonished and a condition was attached to his
licence, requiring him to obtain 12 points under the
Continuing Professional Development Scheme within a
year.

॔ࢠुୈৎ੯жڳġșġ
ؠԤׂ߳ᆓࡊИ߬Ңњ
Inquiry hearing case —
Failure to safeguard
a client’s credit card

Գ

ಯ҃ನԴయᏚϘј֝ՈጁጹȂՂ༷ᕕ
ਣߞঋِϭԨਛ෩ҍӹҍڗێԊᝋ

фʝࠫݕӡҙߞঋِȂӅ༷Ԩਛ౻྾ሲێށ
ۤգᝯڗԊᝋфʝࠫݕӡҙߞӡфգᝯঋِ
࣏ਣ෩ҍߞȂڭѷঋЈѕ࠲ᇒഺڱᝋԆȂֺ
ജሱӡȄ
ϘԩԳಯ҃ನൖԢϘਛணᣍࣙྲጁጹߞӯፑ
ඏ֜ȄႍԩԳಯ҃ನԨਛࠑӯȂҁӅ༷Ԩ
ਣ෩ڻਛߞڗԊᝋфࠫӡҙȂЖҞۤఀႍ
ጁጹߞኊႤਫ਼Ȅႍԩ҃ನϵԨਛࠑӯȂӤ
ݺҁڭ๑ᜪ၌ԇ֣ћԆȂԯթҁߞࠫӡҙڭЙྻ
ജՙᎮȄਛ࣏ݺҁߞڗԊᝋфࠫӡҙӹຜ
ႍ҃ನȂѽۤఀႍጁጹߞኊႤਫ਼Ȅ
ႍ҃ನࢢێԨਛ෩ڻႍጁጹൊжඏ֜ߞழ
ኊȄਛᅆႍزඏٟ֜գᒸᎷȂڭঋِۤҁ
ߞڗԊᝋфࠫӡҙȄ๒փȂညਛۤҁߞࠫ
ӡҙȂҁߞࠫӡҙЏж־බϬܟӹݽജՙ
ᎮዴϩေЮȄႍԩ҃ನႋ៖ȂێԢڰሱѽऎ
ਛգྍᘉႍጁጹߞඏ֜ȂࣇՉవգᝯߞՙᎮӹ
ݽȄࢢێȂਛᖔଡ଼ႍຊภ༵Ȅ
॔ࢠ৶ྻሮऎȂႍԩ҃ನٟգຠ࠲ᇒਛ
ӹѾߞࠫӡҙȂٟգᆽ༓Јѕ۶ᆽϘзᕕᆽߞׅ
ϧኹ֖ێᚚசȄӤݺႍԩ҃ನٟգᓲՇȮᑆՇՇ
ࡋȯĴįĶįĲࣱȂࣇٙܠ᠔യҁфԴێ๕ϯࠢҐ
౧ԆȂঋِҁԴϘՐаۤఀԴࢺ᠈་ᄑ
НϭߞĲĳৎᐯжȄ
ҩϘўবȂႍԩ҃ನߞ៳ݙԳಯ҃ನгҦȂٟգ
നӲຠߞؔ࢘ۘݕѽᆾရ۶ᇒನҹݙᄌӡߞ
Գಯ҃ನߞЍ֯ȂჁхȮԳಯ҃ನ௱ഢȞϘଠയ
ԇфশส֝ՈߏȟഢڼȯĲĶ౧Ȃജ॔ࢠ৶
ྻ᠔യфᇳภĳေЮȄ

W

hen estate agents ask a prospective purchaser
to provide his identity card and/or credit card
at the request of the developer in promoting the firsthand residential properties, they must state clearly the
purposes for which the identity card and/or credit card
will be used and also properly safeguard the cards to
prevent their misuse.
In this inquiry hearing case, an estate agent arranged
for a prospective purchaser to view the show flats of a
development. The agent told the prospective purchaser
that in order to enable him to obtain the price list of
the units in the development, he had to provide the
developer with the identity card and credit card of
the prospective purchaser. The agent also assured
the prospective purchaser that no amount would be
debited against his credit card since he had not signed
any document to that effect. The prospective purchaser,
therefore, gave both his identity card and credit card to
the agent in order to obtain the list.
The agent subsequently provided the prospective
purchaser with the prices of some of the units. The
prospective purchaser was not interested in the units
and requested the return of his identity card and credit
card. However, after collecting his credit card, he
discovered that several hundred thousand dollars had
been charged to it in three transactions. The agent
explained that his colleague had misunderstood the
situation, thought that the prospective purchaser would
purchase a unit, and swiped the credit card for payment
of the deposit. The prospective purchaser subsequently
obtained a refund of the amount that had been charged
to his credit card.
The EAA Disciplinary Committee was of the view that
the agent had not properly safeguarded the prospective
purchaser’s credit card and failed to discharge his
duties with due care and due diligence. As he had failed
to comply with paragraph 3.5.1 of the Code of Ethics,
he was reprimanded and a condition was attached to
his licence which required him to obtain 12 points under
the Continuing Professional Development Scheme
within a year.
Furthermore, the Disciplinary Committee found that
the estate agency company concerned had failed to
establish proper procedures or systems to supervise
or manage its frontline staff, and was thus in breach of
Section 15 of the Estate Agents Practice (General Duties
and Hong Kong Residential Properties) Regulation.
The Disciplinary Committee decided that the company
should be reprimanded and fined $20,000.
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শสྲधԳಯ҃ನᗑྻѹਯߙኊཱིӑҡߞྍڍ
Views from Chairman of the H.K.N.T. Estate Agents and Merchants
Association Mr Yau Hing-sun

ȶж

ݵጁࡵȷಝઘ᎑ᛔߞؔȂቮঋӤ
ࢠਰನȂփѷЙ៳ݺԳಯ҃ನߞ

“D

eed partitioning” involves complicated procedures
and should be handled by a professional solicitor.

ߢᝊፑඛНаȂԯթԳಯ҃ನᕕ࢙៉ࢉїᓙ

Such procedures are not part of the professional

႙ࢠਰߞྍڍȂЙᕕቅತԨࢉї෩ҍ࢙៉Ȅ

knowledge expected of estate agents. When estate
agents come across issues relating to “deed partitioning”,

ݺҩϘܟৎ੯КߞԳಯ҃ನ

they should advise their clients to seek legal advice and

ӏఀࢉїߞఱᡋӡҁߞࠫӡ

must not make any suggestion rashly.

ҙՙᎮȂх࣍ҁߞѪӀࠧ
௱ЙږȂϵ҄Ϡᜃᆷҁٟգ႕

Regarding the estate agent who failed to properly

ࠫȄ֯ऎߞԳಯ҃ನȂ

safeguard his client’s credit card, his professional standard

ನࢉїߞࠫӡҙঋϩжЈѕȂ

was far from satisfactory and his integrity questionable.

ϵӅԐঋۤఀࢉїߞఱᡋȂЖ

A professional estate agent should exercise due care

ҞӡࢉїߞࠫӡҙᜳѾࠛȄ

in handling his client’s credit card and seek his client’s
authorisation before arranging for payment by credit card.

Գಯ҃ನȞం৶ȟᗁгྻѹਯ֔ϯᑹӑҡߞྍڍ
Views from Estate Agent Association Chairman Mr Evan Ng

Ղ

I

їȂжࡵգҞକྻ҄ߏӹܼݽᓵ؆Ȃᢰࢉї

estate agent should advise his client that the partitioning

ւዋ࣏་֖ႍؔȄ

be handled by a solicitor. He should also remind his client

ލਛգྍබߏ་֖жࡵȂԳಯ҃ನ
ᕕ࢙៉ࢉїӹӤࢠਰನȂڭѷ෩ᓹࢉ

f a client intends to enter into a sale and purchase
arrangement which involves deed partitioning, the

that the property transaction may be delayed due to
ࠫӡҙ࣏ࢉїদঋߞߏȂৎ

difficulties which may be encountered in the process of

੯КߞԳಯ҃ನԨࢉїۤఀࠫ

deed partitioning, so that his client may consider whether

ӡҙࢢȂٟգళۤᏋညَᢼҝ

to proceed or not.

࠲ᇒȂѣ૿Ϟሮૌ۶ߞᅗ
࢘Ȅᆾᇒ؊Џ၃ҍࢽєȂঋ

In another case, an estate agent did not follow proper

ِԳಯ҃ನం৶Դฆࢉїѽ

procedures to safeguard his client’s credit card, which

ࠫӡᶗӹѾࠛێݕҁԇ֣ภ

is an important document. He failed to demonstrate the

༵ࡈȂ༷પۤ־ఀࢉїߞ੩বԢྍȂ࢙៉Ґి

professional attitude expected of an estate agent. The EAA

ڈधȂፁ࠲ం৶ᓲ֖ႍࢽєȄ

has recently issued a practice circular, which, amongst
others, requires practitioners to specifically obtain the
written approval of the prospective purchaser before any
arrangement could be made to use the purchaser’s credit
card for the payment of deposits or other purposes. The
training of practitioners should be stepped up to ensure
compliance.
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I

n November 2010, the Government proposed a Special
Stamp Duty (SSD) on residential properties at the point

of resale in order to curb speculation in such properties. In
order to deepen the estate agency trade’s understanding

ᛝҳӟ߆โġ
Special Stamp Duty

of the new initiative, the EAA invited officials from the
relevant departments to brief representatives of the
trade on the details of the proposed SSD. It also alerted
practitioners about the measure by email and posted
relevant information on its website for the trade’s reference.

ࣆ

ܹԴĳıĲıՐĲĲѡ࢙៉єϢϘ༵Դ֝Ոߏ
ᚼழᏋӡߞᛝҳԞࠅກȂѽჄ֝غՈߏ

ظᑟȄऎϞᢰԳಯ҃ನधҐಎϞႋգᝯߞྲ
ࣆຉȂᆾᇒ؊ᘛࣆܹܡ৶Ԩधྻ҃ࠑᚎЬ
࢙៉ߞᛝҳԞࠅກߞаਟȄᆾᇒ؊ӺჅც༎഼
ߢం৶ȂݺڭᇨҏႶहᝯߞႤୈȂڻधண
ᏦȄ
Ⴛᓮфݗ؊ሃກச؊ߞܡ৶ݺĳıĲıՐĲĳѡĲĵ
џȂҍਯᆾᇒ؊ሃध࢘ܞᗑປྻ៉Ȅҍਯߞܡ
৶ҒࣁႻᓮфݗ؊ᗁ֖ࣆѹԇȞټᖉݗȟၧ
ോЈञЃЀȃກச؊Ԟࠅກ၌ૺᗁᆾ௵ஈᡋԐ
Ӡфᗁᆾ൘ѡडЃЀȄϣৎԳಯ҃ನधྻϵ
գँ৶ҍਯȄ
ྻ៉ϯȂ௵ஈᡋԐӠ۶൘ѡडЃЀ៚៖ᛝҳԞࠅ
ກߞႎఐȃԴЙԢఐϭᛝҳԞࠅກߞᇖў
ޱȂѽфຍሃྻ߰ߞ෩யȄҁেϵँϞϘԊ
ᚎЬȂԕҍϘڱᅁӡ෩ӯȃ௱ڍயᛟ۶ຍ੯Ȃѽ
фԺৎᇖᛝҳԞࠅກߞৎ੯ڼЄȄၧോЈञЃ
ЀࠑӯȂႻᓮфݗ؊۶ກச؊ߞᇨȂႶգ
ᛝҳԞࠅກߞႤਫ਼Ȅᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃ
ЀሲȈȶᆾᇒ؊งౕȂྻ҃ࠑྻԨᅮϭྻ৶ᚼ
ႿहᝯߞႤୈȄȷ

On 14 December 2010, officials from the Transport
and Housing Bureau (THB) and the Inland Revenue
Department (IRD) were invited to attend the EAA quarterly
meeting with representatives of trade associations. The
officials attending the meeting included Mrs Susanne Ip,
Chief Executive Officer (Private Housing) of the THB, Mr
Raymond Hong, Senior Superintendent of the Stamp
Office of the IRD, and Ms Chan Ut-chan, Superintendent
of the Stamp Office of the IRD. Also attending the meeting
were representatives of eight trade associations.
At the meeting, Mr Raymond Hong and Ms Chan Utchan explained the details of the proposed SSD and
how the SSD was calculated in various scenarios, and
answered enquiries from the attendees. A set of briefing
notes, which consisted of practical information, frequentlyasked questions and answers, and different scenarios,
was distributed at the meeting. Mrs Susanne Ip said that
information on the SSD was available on the THB and
IRD websites. EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna
Ure reminded attendees that trade representatives were
expected to share such useful information with their
members.
The amendment bill on the SSD has yet to be passed by

գᝯྲనࣉߞ࢙៉գ࢞Ӳྻޱ഼ჅȂᆾᇒ؊ྻ

the Legislative Council and the EAA will closely monitor the

зྍڰᅗਣȂ࢞౧ڼନ੯഼ჅࢢȂѼᅁቫ

situation. Upon the passage of the bill, the EAA may issue

ఐȂݕԨधҍࢽєݕே഼טȄ

guidelines or practice circular to the trade if necessary.

գᝯᛝҳԞࠅກߞ൵ྲႎఐȞႤਫ਼Ӥກச؊෩

Updated details on the SSD (provided by the IRD) have

ڻȟȂҞணᏦᆾᇒ؊ᇨȈ

been posted on the EAA website:

ŸŸŸįŦŢŢįŰųŨįũŬİŔŔŅŠĳıĲıĮĲĳĮĳıŠŤũŪįűťŧȄ

www.eaa.org.hk/SSD_2010-12-20_eng.pdf
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ࣿஜ॔ঋ Events and activities

9 /12/2010
ᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀȞࡈవҠУȟȃഢᇒфࢠޱᗁᆾ
ኒ౿ฟЃЀȞࡈవҠұȟ۶ே֖ᗁᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠȞࡈవҠϬȟ
త࢞ൌҾݗԳಯ၃॔ࠑ҃ߞྻᄥȄ
EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure (fifth from
right on front row), Director of Regulatory Affairs and General
Counsel Ms Eva Lau (fourth from right on front row) and
Director of Operations Mr Anthony Wong (third from left on
front row) receive delegates from the Chengdu Real Estate
Broker Association.

20 /1 2 /2010
ᆾᇒ؊ே֖ᗁᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠ׀ݺᄜቦ
ԳಯգনгҦߞѡྻϯࠑᆊᗾȄ
EAA Director of Operations Mr
Anthony Wong delivers a speech
at the monthly sales meeting of
Ricacorp Properties Limited.

18/1/2011
ᆾᇒ؊ѹਯ൘༳ЃЀȞҽϟȟҍਯԳಯ҃ನᗑྻዉૡӲϩб༉Րۏᚃᅱ࿐ԢᗑᡌྻȂڭᑉԇѹᚃᄜሼȄ
ȞҽȈԳಯ҃ನᗑྻѹਯോࠪԐӠȃ൘༳ЃЀȃӔࣆڰச؊؊ࠜധᑍྴЃЀфۏᚃឯྻਯྻࠜኒᎰԐӠȟ
EAA Chairman Ms Vivien Chan (second from left) attends the Property Agencies Association’s 16th anniversary celebration
and is one of the officiating guests. (From left: Chairman of the Association Mr Tony Kwok, Ms Vivien Chan, Under Secretary
for Home Affairs Ms Florence Hui and Honorary President of the organising committee of the celebration Mr Dominic Lau)
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ዴՄ Statistics
ถྱኵҬȞܻĳıĲıԑĲĳТĴĲРॎᆗȟ
Number of licences (as at 31/12/2010)
ᖉ৶๕ġSalesperson’s licences

17,034

Գಯ҃ನȞৎϠȟ๕ġEstate agent’s licences (individual)

+ 14,272

ৎϠ๕ᗁዴġTotal no. of individual licences

31,306

Գಯ҃ನȞгҦȟ๕ġEstate agent’s licences (company)

2,426

ᕊཾ၏ᇳ݂ਪኵҬȞܻĳıĲıԑĲĳТĴĲРॎᆗȟ
Number of statements of particulars of business
(as at 31/12/2010)

ᑾႤ၃ᖉġ
Sole proprietorships
Ԫᄰ၃ᖉġPartnerships

1,663

ᖂኵġTotal

5,601

3,648

գনгҦġ
Limited
companies

290

ᕕޟວİકএਰኵҬȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĲĳТȟ
Number of complaint / bankruptcy cases received (January to December 2010)
ظৎ੯ġComplaint cases

624
44

ಯৎ੯ġBankruptcy cases

ϐ౩ޟວএਰ๖ݎīȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĲĳТȟ
Results of completed complaint cases*

151
(24.8%)

(January to December 2010)

ێҁȞڼՂظϠᅣظݕӤݺജظ
ϠЙԓ࣏ࢺ๕ϠփೣѤᎠࣤȟ
Others (e.g. cases withdrawn by the
complainant or curtailed because the
complainee was no longer a licensee)
Ⴄਫ਼ЙږġInsufficient information to pursue

224
(36.7%)

ᗁዴġŕŰŵŢŭġ

ķĲı
61
(10%)

ϐ౩ޟકএਰኵҬȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĲĳТȟ
Number of completed bankruptcy cases (January to December 2010)

īġൊж࣏݀Րతᖔߞৎ੯ġ
Some cases were carried over from previous years

ࢽᇍӲ
Substantiated

ࢽᇍЙӲ
Unsubstantiated

174
(28.5%)

57*
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٠ࢥԩኵȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĲĳТȟ
Number of compliance inspections (January to December 2010)
ȶϘјȷጁጹġFirst-sale sites
҃ನᏛġAgency shops

1,161
1,165

ᇨϯߏዃטġOnline property advertisements

524

င٠ࢥࢥܪܖՄี౪ٮԙҳޟႂೣএਰȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĲĳТȟ
Number of substantiated non-compliance cases arising from inspections or
spot checks (January to December 2010)

101*

īġൊж࣏݀Րతᖔߞৎ੯ġ
Some cases were carried over from previous years

कࡡϷȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĲĳТȟ
Disciplinary actions (January to December 2010)
ജዶԣᏚߞ๕ዴӫġNumber of licences suspended
ജᅣᏚߞ๕ዴӫġNumber of licences revoked

ՃၐЅՃၐРġ
Examination and date

28
0

ёΡኵġ
No. of candidates

ӫਿ
Pass rate

25/2/2010

1,640

44%

22/4/2010

1,903

40%

19/8/2010

2,376

36%

16/12/2010

2,551

25%

26/2/2010

1,583

52%

23/4/2010

1,866

50%

25/6/2010

2,209

60%

20/8/2010

1,902

51%

22/10/2010

2,228

43%

17/12/2010

2,129

54%

Գಯ҃ನႤւႏ
Estate Agents Qualifying Examination

ᖉ৶Ⴄւႏġ
Salespersons Qualifying Examination

ȮчԳȯӤᆾᇒ؊ȄՂְލЙౕؓԓ՜ۖթҏߏȂ७ც 2111 2777ݕც༎enquiry@eaa.org.hk഼ߢᆾᇒ؊Ȅ
Horizons is sent by the EAA. If you wish to stop receiving it, please call the EAA at 2111 2777 or email to enquiry@eaa.org.hk to
unsubscribe.
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